INTRODUCTION
In the last years many papers on multifractal measures appeared. Most of these papers dealt with self{similar and self{a ne measures.
A self{similar set is a set satisfying Rather than sets, one may consider measures on these sets. Let (p 1 ; : : : ; p N ) be a probability vector. Then there is a unique probability measure ' with Moreover, the local dimension of ' at x, dim('; x) = lim r#0 log 'B(x; r) log r ;
exists and equals D 1 at '{almost all x 2 .
The multifractal formalism investigates, which numbers may occur as local dimensions, and how large (in the sense of Hausdor and packing dimensions) are the sets of points with local dimension .
The rst paper that answered this question was by Cawley and Mauldin 4] . Under the strong separation condition the local dimension varies in an interval ( min ; max ) and the multifractal spectrums f( ) = dim and F( ) = Dim are equal and a concave function which may be expressed in terms of p 1 ; : : : ; p N and Lip S 1 ; : : : ; Lip S N .
Later on, Olsen 12] generalized this formula to graph directed self{ similar measures, Lau and Ngai 10] weakened the strong separation condition by the weak separation condition, and in 1] only the (strong) open set condition is assumed. In Falconer 5] , in Olsen 12] , and in 1] also the case of random self{similar measures is treated.
In the case the similarities are replaced by a ne mappings, Riedi 15 ] and Olsen 13] got some results in very special cases.
If we allow the S 1 ; : : : ; S N to be conformal mappings, the resulting set is called the self{conformal set and the measure ' the self{conformal measure. In this case Bedford 2] showed, that the Hausdor dimension D 0 of satis es P(D 0 g) = 0, where P denotes pressure and g is de ned by g(x) = log jS 0 i (S ?1 i (x))j for x 2 S i (using symbolic dynamics, g may be de ned uniquely). Mauldin and Urba nski 11] generalized this result to the case of in nitely many mappings S i .
The present paper investigates the multifractal spectrum of the self{ conformal measure '. The case of two mappings S 1 ; S 2 on the real line satisfying the strong separtion condition was already treated by Rand 14] . Later on, King and Geronimo 9] generalized this result to attractors of recurrent iterated function systems in R u assuming the strong separation condition. In our paper we need only the (weaker) strong open set condition to get the following result: There is an interval ( min ; max ), such that the multifractal spectrum is a concave function on it. To get an expression of it consider the function (q; ) 7 ! P( g + q h), where g is as above and h(x) = p i if x 2 S i . Then, for each q there is a unique (q) such that P( (q) g + q h) = 0. The multifractal spectrum is the Legendre transform of the function .
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the de nition of self{conformal measure and some useful properties of it. In Section 3 we investigate the pressure function and equilibrium measures. These measures are concentrated on sets with xed local dimension. The proof of the formula for the multifractal spectrum is given in Section 4. Finally, we compute in Section 5 the generalized dimensions of the self{conformal measure. for all m; n 2 N. This, together with 1 n log Z n (q; ) log C ? + log Z 1 (q; );
implies that the limit exists and equals inff1=n log Z n (q; ) : n 2 Ng. Case 2: < 0. Here, by (1), Z n+m (q; ) Z n (q; ) Z m (q; ):
Since 1 n log Z n (q; ) log C ? + log Z 1 (q; ); this assures the existence of the limit, which equals supf1=n log Z n (q; ) : n 2 Ng. MULTIFRACTAL MEASURES 495 (i) Let 2 R and~ > 0. Then Z n (q; +~ ) r n~ max Z n (q; ) and hence Q(q; +~ ) Q(q; ) +~ log r max : (2) Since log r max < 0 this shows that Q(q; ) is strictly decreasing.
Using (2) for = 0 we get Q(q;~ ) Q(q; 0) +~ log r max ! ?1 as~ ! 1. The equation (2) with~ = ? yields Q(q; ) Q(q; 0)+ log r max ! 1 as ! ?1.
(ii) The proof of (ii) is analogous to the proof of (i). (ii) Assume lim sup q!1 (q) = 0 > ?1. Since is decreasing, 0 < (q) for all q 2 R. By monotony of Q we get Q(q; 0 ) > Q(q; (q)) = 0 and hence lim inf q!1 Q(q; 0 ) 0, being a contradiction to Lemma 3.1(iii).
Analogously the case lim q!?1 (q) = 1 is treated. By 3] then P(f q ) = Q(q; (q)) = 0 and there exists a unique equilibrium measure for this function. Moreover, it coincides with the Gibbs measure, which has the desired properties.
We call the measure q the q{equilibrium measure for the conformal iterated function system J .
In the following let q be the q{equilibrium measure. De ne the measure ' q = q ?1 on . It is easy to see, that 1 = and ' 1 = '.
An easy consequence of this lemma is the following. Proof.
By Ruelle 16, 5 .27], the pressure P is real analytic and (d=ds)P (f + sg)j s=0 = R g d , where is the equilibrium measure of f (cf. 16, p.99]). Using this for the functions f = f q and g( ) = log p 1 , respectiveley g( ) = log jS 0 1 ( (T ))j, we get @ @q Q(q; (q)) = (q) @ @ Q(q; (q)) = (q) and hence 0 (q) = ? (q).
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The multifractal spectrum is related to the Legendre transform of de ned by (a) = inffqa + (q) : q 2 Rg:
Since is di erentiable and convex, an easy computation shows that ( (q)) = q (q) + (q) for all q 2 R.
THE MULTIFRACTAL SPECTRUM
In this section we compute the multifractal spectrum of the measure '. Consider Remark. In the proof of the lemma above we only used the estimates '(B(x; n )) n(a+") in the case q 0 and '(B(x; n )) n(a?") in the case q < 0. Since is convex and is concave, we therefore showed By de nition of ' q , hence ' q fx : d(x; @K) r n g z n ;
which implies the assertion. (ii) The proof of (ii) is analogous to the proof of (i).
Lemma 4.5 Let J be a conformal iterated function system satisfying the strong open set condition. For ' q {almost all x 2 , 504 NORBERT PATZSCHKE (i) lim r#0 (log '(B(x; r))= log r) = (q) and (ii) lim r#0 (log ' q (B(x; r))= log r) = q (q) + (q) hold. This means, ' q is a measure concentrated on (q) with local dimension q (q) + (q). Hence dim (q) q (q) + (q). (i) dim a = Dim a = (a) for a 2 (a min ; a max ).
(ii) a = ; for a 6 2 a min ; a max ].
(iii) dim = Dim = dim (0) = (0) = max a (a).
Proof. for all a 2 (a min ; a max ), and equality must hold for all a 2 (a min ; a max ).
This shows (i).
(ii) follows by Lemma 4.1(ii), and (iii) follows by (i) and Lemma 4.1(iii). Further, since K B(x; r) for all x 2 K , log '(B(x; r)) log r log p log r = log p log kS 0 k log kS 0 k log r j j log p min j j log r max log kS 0 k log r log p min log r max 1 + log(r min =(C diam K)) log(1=2)
for all x 2 K . That means, for r su ciently small, log '(B(x; r))=log r is bounded independent of x 2 . By Lemma 4.5 this expession tends to (1) for '{almost all x 2 . Therefore, 
